
Fujitsu brings you 

the light touch in keyboards 
Are you a design engineer, 

production engineer, or other 

involved in the section and purchase 

of components that go into the 

terminal equipment your company 

manufactures? Did you know that 

there is another type of keyboard on 

the market that offers a different type 

of key touch — a touch that can lead 

to productivity gains for your 

customers? Well, if you are, and 

if you didn't, then take a look at these 

new keyboards from Fujitsu and 

see what you (and your customers) 

have been missing. 

Fujitsu has a full line of keyboards 

available for terminal equipment, all 

featuring the use of the Fujitsu 

FES-series snap-action key assembly. 

This highly reliable key assembly is a 

Fujitsu-engineered snap-action device 

that makes our keyboards easier to 

operate because it makes each key 

lighter to stroke, and with excellent 

tactile qualities. Thus, with smoother 

and lighter key touch, operators are 

less fatigued and, therefore, less prone 

to error. Fujitsu keyboards offer other 

advantages, too. Take the large capacity 

encoder fitted on each board — it's 

a MOS [SI ROM that helps to 

keep equipment size down and per-

formance up. And there is a full 

selection of keyface styles (including 

sloped, stepped and sculptured) in 

arrangements to meet your every need. 

N-key rollover, 2-key lockout, a wide 

range of codes (USASCII, EBCDIC, 

etc.), and even a range of options 

including illuminated keytops and 

capped keytops, all increase the 

choice for you. 

Remember, the touch can make the 

difference, so when you need the 

different touch come to Fujitsu. 

All at prices you're sure to appreciate. 
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